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Editorial Services



About 
Us 

Truth2RenewHearts Publishing is a Christian

writing & self-publishing consultancy that equips ministers,

Kingdom leaders, and coaches/consultants like you, to package

their brilliance into a high-value transformational book.

 

Recognizing your position as a multi-faceted Kingdompreneur,

professional, or ministry leader, we know that you have a

demanding schedule and you value time-freedom.

Understanding this, our team of professionals handle all the

intricate details of the self-publishing process for you, relieving

you of the need to learn the complexities of publishing. As we

execute behind the scenes, you'll be able to continue fulfilling

your current roles and responsibilities with excellence, while

you also prepare to add author to your name and transform ther

lives of those you're called to reach with your message.



Congratulations on completing the first major step of preparing your book for publication: writing your manuscript!

Now it is time to polish your words by taking your manuscript through the editing process. What distinguishes a
professional book from an amateur one, is well-developed content. We are here to partner with you to fine-tune your
message so that your readers can rave about your fabulous, well-written, life-changing book!

Our editors thoroughly review your manuscript in order to catch, correct, and clarify your message so that the valuable
content you share in your book will capture your readers' hearts. With editing services that are professional and timely,
we are dedicated to identifying any grammar, spelling, capitalization, and content mistakes so that the readers of your
book do not have to. 

Microsoft Office is the platform we use to provide editing services. Our editors will make changes, recommendations,
and suggestions within your manuscript, and you will have the power to accept or reject the changes. You retain full
control of your manuscript and maintain 100% of your intellectual property rights. 

Thank you for your interest in the Editing Services we provide through Truht2RenewHearts Publishing. We are
looking forward to serving you and enhancing your manuscript before your share your message with the masses!

Yours In Service,
Teresa Renee Hunt, M.Ed
Truth2RenewHearts Publishing
An imprint of Truth2RenewHearts Enterprises, LLC 

Dear Author,



PLUS
PACKAGE

Your manuscript will be thoroughly reviewed 

by a live editor. This editing process includes 

review of paragraph structure, sentence flow, 

and word choice of the manuscript. Editor 

may clarify meaning, eliminate jargon, and 

polish language while maintaining your 

personal voice and style. The editor will 

check and correct grammar, spelling, 

punctuation, & capitalization errors. 

Our

Copy & Line Editing

$0.075 
PER WORD

*Includes 2 rounds of editing

*Prices and features are subject to change 

http://bit.ly/letschatsoon
http://bit.ly/letschatsoon
http://bit.ly/letschatsoon


PREMIUM
PACKAGE

This package includes 3 rounds of editing.

Your manuscript will be thoroughly reviewed by

a live editor. This editing process includes review

of paragraph structure, sentence flow, and word

choice of the manuscript. Editor may clarify

meaning, eliminate jargon, and polish language

while maintaining your personal voice and style.

The editor will check and correct grammar,

spelling, punctuation, & capitalization errors. 

Our

Copy & Line Editing

$0.088 
PER WORD

*Includes 3 rounds of editing

*Prices and features are subject to change 

http://bit.ly/letschatsoon
http://bit.ly/letschatsoon
http://bit.ly/letschatsoon


ULTIMATE
PACKAGE

Developmental editing encompasses a review of 

the structure and the content of your book. This 

is best for writers who have  concrete ideas, 

but their manuscript needs organizational 

structure and consistency of tone & voice. With 

this option, you'll receive guidance and personal 

coaching on how to convey your message in an 

organized and concise manner in order to reach 

your ideal audience. Copy and line editing are 

included with this service.

Our

Developmental Editing

$0.098
PER WORD

*Includes 3 rounds of editing

*Prices and features are subject to change 

http://bit.ly/letschatsoon
http://bit.ly/letschatsoon
http://bit.ly/letschatsoon


How To Get Started in 1,2,3
1. Send us your manuscript for Editorial Guideline Review & sign the  Truth2RenewHearts 

Publishing  & Editing Agreement

2. Select your editing package & submit payment

3. Actively participate in the editing process & receive your fully edited manuscript upon 

completion of professional review.

*For each package, an initial 50% non-refundable installment is required.  The remaining 

50% must be submitted before receiving the second round of edits. Truth2RenewHearts 

will send an invoice via email for the publishing services to be rendered. Online payment 

and valid check payment are the only acceptable methods of installments. 

*Disclaimer: Prices are subject to change without prior notice. Prices listed do not include 

any applicable sales tax, which will be added to the total at the time of purchase. Other 

restrictions may also apply.
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Thank You 
for your interest in the Editing Services we

provide through Truth2RenewHearts
Publishing. We are looking forward to

partnering with you! You are welcome to
contact us about your project. We are happy to
speak with you and serve you as you prepare

to release your book to the world.

Teresa Renee Hunt, M.Ed


